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Graph Algorithms in the Language of Linear Algebra (Software, Environments, and Tools)SIAM, 2011

	Graphs are among the most important abstract data types in computer science, and the algorithms that operate on them are critical to modern life. Graphs have been shown to be powerful tools for modeling complex problems because of their simplicity and generality. Graph algorithms are one of the pillars of mathematics, informing research in...
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Semantic Web Technologies and E-Business: Toward the Integrated Virtual Organization and Business Process AutomationIGI Global, 2007
The Semantic Web vision of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is comprised of four primary components: (1) expressing meaning, (2) knowledge representation, (3) ontology, and (4) agents. Expression of meaning is fundamental to the construction of the new “intelligent” Web. The current Web lacks mechanisms for expressing meaning and is...
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Meaning Diminished: Toward Metaphysically Modest SemanticsOxford University Press, 2019

	Meaning Diminished examines the complex relationship between semantic analysis and metaphysical inquiry. Kenneth A. Taylor argues that we should expect linguistic and conceptual analysis of natural language to yield far less metaphysical insight into what there is - and the nature of what there is - than many philosophers have...
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The Intelligent Web: Search, smart algorithms, and big dataOxford University Press, 2014

	As we use the Web for social networking, shopping, and news, we leave a personal trail. These days, linger over a Web page selling lamps, and they will turn up at the advertising margins as you move around the Internet, reminding you, tempting you to make that purchase. Search engines such as Google can now look deep into the data on the Web...
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Semantics in Business Systems, First Edition : The Savvy Managers Guide (The Savvy Manager's Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
What does semantics have to do with information systems, databases, enterprise integration and Web services? Though sometimes misunderstood as an arcane liberal art, semantics is at the core of these and other emerging technologies. Semantics is a powerful and intuitive philosophy, methodology, and framework that can be used to leverage existing...
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Emerging Web Services Technology (Whitestein Series in Software Agent Technologies and Autonomic Computing)Birkhauser, 2007
This book contains initial results of innovative and sometimes controversial emerging Web services research ideas. It covers a wide spectrum of active research areas like Model Driven Engineering for SOA, Mobility and Services, Dynamic Web Service Discovery and Composition, Service Management, and Semantic Web, just to name a few.

As Web...
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Autonomous Intelligent Systems: Multi-Agents and Data Mining: Second International Workshop, AIS-ADM 2007, St. Petersburg, Russia, June 3-5, 2007Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Autonomous Intelligent Systems: Agents and Data Mining, AIS-ADM 2007, held in St. Petersburg, Russia in June 2007.
The 17 revised full papers and 6 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 39...
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Linking Enterprise DataSpringer, 2010

	Enterprise data is growing at a much faster rate than traditional technologies allow. New enterprise architectures combining existing technologies are desperately needed. This book suggests a way forward by applying new techniques of the World Wide Web to enterprise information systems.


	Linking Enterprise Data is an edited volume...
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Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2012

	Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript shows the entire process of building a website. This process involves much more than just technical knowledge, and this book provides all the information you'll need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the Web, as well as the best means...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Design, deploy, and manage stored procedures in enterprise data applications

SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure Programming shows you how to use Transact-SQL to design, debug, and manage custom stored procedures, functions, and triggers. You'll learn to manage SQL Server resources using new features of Enterprise Manager, Query analyzer,...
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Semantic Multimedia and Ontologies: Theory and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This book draws together experts from the multimedia, the knowledge and the integrated multimedia-knowledge domains to explore how knowledge technologies can be exploited to create new multimedia applications, and how multimedia technologies can provide new contexts for the use of knowledge technologies.
The step-by-step approach guides the...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2007 International Workshops, BPI, BPD, CBP, ProHealth, RefModSpringer, 2008
These proceedings contain the final versions of papers accepted for the workshops that were held in conjunction with the Fifth International Conference on Business Process Management (BPM 2007) that took place in Brisbane, Australia. Twenty workshop proposals were submitted for this conference of which seven were selected. Ultimately this resulted...
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